Exploratory notice for expression of interest to organise 4 workshops within the MARINA Project.

CIG Z94203AFE3
CIG ZB2203B021
CIG ZF2203B0B6
CIG ZF9203828E

CUP B2116001750006

- Based on the determination to contract prot. n 0001586 del 30.10.2017 pursuant to art. 36, paragraph 2, letter a) of Legislative Decree 50/2016 (Italy)

- In accordance with the principles set out in the art. 29 and art. 30 of Legislative Decree no. 50 of 19/04/2016 (Italy) and in particular the principles of free competition, non-discrimination, transparency, and publicity

IT IS ANNOUNCED

with this notice in acquiring the economic offers in order to identify the subjects that will be awarded the services for the organization of the 4 workshops under the MARINA Project, pursuant to art. 36, paragraph 2, lett. a) of Legislative Decree 50/2016 (Italy) and any subsequent amendments and additions. Each one of the participants is invited to provide his/her best economic offer for 1 (ONE) of the 4 Workshops.

CONTRACTING AUTHORITY

- National Research Council (CNR) – Istituto di Ricerche sulla Popolazione e le Politiche Sociali (IRPPS), Via Palestro 32, 00185 Roma, Italia, VAT Number 02118311006

SUBJECT AND TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUPPLY

Services are required for the organization of 4 Workshops within the MARINA Project. Each service must be done according to the criteria established in the Annex I, "Scope and mode of service" and in the Annex III "Steps of the activities required"
PARTICIPATION PROCEDURE

The concerned subjects will be required to send the economic offer on letterhead (ANNEX IV) by 4 p.m. of the 29.11.2017 by certified e-mail to the following e-mail: irpps@pec.cnr.it or sealed envelope by registered letter with acknowledgment of receipt to the following address:

to the attention of the Secretariat
Mr. Maria Bellocco - CNR IRPPS Via Palestro 32 – 00185 Rome - Italy

For the subjects participants,

- the Italian subjects: have to provide TAX identification number and the VAT number if they have it, furthermore they have to attach to the economic offer a photocopy of the ID card of the legal representative of the participant, a statement regarding the traceability of the financial flows and the substitute declaration of certification, the models (Allegato V-VI) of which are attached to the present.

- the foreign subjects (countries different from Italy) will have to provide TAX identification number and the VAT number if they have it.

The economic offers that will be received after the deadline of 4 p.m. of the 29.11.2017 (specified in the “participation procedure”) will be considered null (invalid) and will not be considered.

RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PROCEDURE

The only responsible for the procedure is Mr. Cinzia Cascioli email: cinzia.cascioli@irpps.cnr.it

PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS

The subjects, that may participate to the present expression of interest, are economic operators as described in the art. 45 of the Public Procurement Code (of Italy), that satisfy the general requirements and professional eligibility identified in the art. art. 80 and 83 Legislative Decree 50/1206 and who are not in any of the situations of exclusion identified in the Legislative Decree 50/2016, art. 80 of the same legislative decree, as well as subjects located in states different from Italy according to the art. 49 of the Code, under the terms of the art. 62 of the D.P.R. 207/2010 of Italy. The economic operators having their office, residence or domicile in countries included in
the "black list" referred to in the decree of the Minister of Finance of 4 May 1999 of Italy and the decree of the Minister of Economy and Finance of the 21 November 2001 of Italy, must hold, pain of excluding, the authorization granted under the D.M. December 14, 2010 of the Ministry of Economy and Finance of Italy, pursuant to the art. 37 of Decree-Law no. 78/2010 of Italy, converted into law with amendments no. 122/2010. For the economic operators, established in third countries (non-EU countries), the participation to the present expression of interest is granted only in the presence of international reciprocal agreements concluded by the EU or Italy with the third country in which the economic operator is established.

The members of the consortium of the MARINA project cannot provide their economic offers for the selection of the present notice.

**AWARD CRITERIA**

Each one of the participants is invited to provide his/her best economic offer for 1 (ONE) of the 4 Workshops. Therefore the evaluation and, consequently, the award of each one of the 4 workshop will be done according to the following criteria:

- The offers will be ranked for each one of the topics (Marine biotech, Deep sea mining, Sea transportation, Marine change caused by climate, Renewable energy (wave, wind, tidal) identified in the Annex I.

- The proposals are selected maximizing the number of topics discussed.

- For each one of the proposals selected in the previous step, the four best bids according to the criterion of the lower price referred to art.95, paragraph 4, letter a) of D.Lgs.n. 50/2016 are selected.

- As an additional criterion, the geographic distribution of the best bids (as outlined in the previous steps) and the maximum geographical distribution (in Europe) will be evaluated by those who will have to carry on the activity.

The executive director
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